‘Galaxy X’ class battlecruiser (Galaxy class refit, First launched 2369)

Traits: Federation
Systems
Comms:
Computers:

09
10

Engines:
Sensors:

10
09

Structure:
Weapons:

10
11

+1
--

Security:
Engineering:

+1
+1

Science:
Medicine:

---

Departments
Command:
Conn:

Scale: 6

Background

Attacks:
•
•

Phaser Arrays
Phaser Spinal Lance
o Medium Range, +3 CD Piercing 2 and

•
•

Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 5)

Vicious 1, Calibration and High Yield

Talents:
•
•

Advanced Shields
Phaser Spinal Lance:

The phaser spinal lance is a massively powerful weapon included
on the ventral side of the Galaxy X saucer section. It can be
difficult to aim but when the weapon connects it deals
devastating amounts of power to the target.

•

Redundant Systems (Warp Drive)

After the Federation’s experiences with the Borg, Starfleet
initiated a series of development programs to provide the fleet
with a new generation of dedicated warships. Until the launch
of the first Sovereign class vessels in 3371, there was a notable
gap in fleet capacity. As a stop-gap measure the 10 ‘Final Flight’
series Galaxy class exploration cruisers were retrofitted during
construction to ‘Galaxy X’ standard, turning the federation’s
premiere deep-space exploration craft into a pure warship. With
uprated weapons, shields and an extra redundant warp engine
installed, these ships were intended to be front-line ‘borgbusters’, filling the fleet command/dreadnaught role until the
Sovereign class ships could be launched.

‘Challenger’ class light cruiser (First Launched 2350)

Traits: Federation
Systems
Comms:

09

Engines:

09

Structure:

10

Computers:

09

Sensors:

09

Weapons:

10

---

Security:
Engineering:

+3
--

Science:
Medicine:

---

Departments
Command:
Conn:

Scale: 4
Attacks:
•
•
•

Phaser Arrays
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 3)

Talents:
•
•

Fast Targeting Systems
Secondary Reactors

Background
The Challenger class to provide Starfleet with a patrol and escort
vessel cheaper than the larger exploration cruisers, yet more
capable and survivable than the older Centaur and Miranda
classes. The resulting design was a compact, reliable vessel
capable of a respectable Warp 8 for 12 hours, or Warp 6
sustained. The ship’s noticeable dorsal hump houses redundant
reactor systems, giving these vessels a surprising amount of
power for their size. Combined with the installation of rapidacquisition, high accuracy targeting systems, the Challenger class
vessels combined power with precision, able to selectively strike
at specific subsystems with reliability.
Deployed along the major trade routes of the Federation, the
Challenger class has become a welcome sight to merchants and
civilian shipping within Federation space. They would also see
service in the Cardassian wars and the Galen border conflict.
However, budgetary decisions would lead to the Challenger
program to be ended in 3355 with only 30 vessels completed.
Ironically, the ships chosen to supplant the Challenger class
would be refitted Excelsior and Miranda class vessels, it having
been deemed more resource-efficient to refit older ships for
what was often seen as ‘second line’ duties.

‘Niagara’ class cruiser (First Launched 2336)

Traits: Federation
Systems
Comms:

09

Engines:

10

Structure:

09

Computers:

09

Sensors:

09

Weapons:

09

-+1

Security:
Engineering:

-+1

Science:
Medicine:

+1
--

Departments
Command:
Conn:

Scale: 5
Attacks:
•
•
•

Phaser Arrays
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 4)

Extended High Warp Capability:

The Niagara class developed from the highly successful
Ambassador class to produce a series of fast-response cruisers,
giving Starfleet a platform that could be configured to respond
to a variety of emergencies, be they military, medical or disaster
relief. Not as modular as the later Nebula class, the Niagara class
vessels were built in two main lines, the Niagara subclass
focussed on rapid disaster relief and medical assistance, and the
Princeton subclass focussed on the fast cruiser role.

The Niagara class was designed to be able to
maintain high warp speeds for longer than most
ships, sharing the workload across its three warp
nacelles to reduce strain on the engines. As a result,
any successes made on a roll to maintain high warp
speed (above Warp 7) are doubled.

Even in the 3360s the Niagara’s impressive speed and high warp
endurance make them valuable fleet assets, able to rapidly
respond to emerging situations. As such, they tend only to be
given to captains who have proven capable of operating without
fleet support, as in many cases, such support may be hours, or
even days away.

Talents:
•

•
•

Background

Improved Impulse Drive
Improved Warp Drive

‘Springfield’ class Heavy Frigate (First Launched 2360)

Traits: Federation
Systems
Comms:

10

Engines:

08

Structure:

08

Computers:

10

Sensors:

11

Weapons:

09

+1
--

Security:
Engineering:

---

Science:
Medicine:

+2
--

Departments
Command:
Conn:

Scale: 4
Attacks:
•
•
•

Phaser Arrays
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 3)

Talents:
•
•

Advanced Sensor Suites
High Resolution Sensors

Background
By the late 3350s, the continuing border skirmishes with the
Cardassians and the Talarians along with the almost total lack of
intelligence on the Romulan Empire highlighted the need for a
dedicated intelligence platform. This would evolve into the
Springfield class heavy frigate.
The Springfield and her sister ships are notable for their isolated
ventral ‘canoe’ suspended under the main hull of the ship. This
isolated space allows for the installation of some of the most
sensitive and powerful sensor systems available to Starfleet, the
exact specifications of these systems highly classified. Half of the
12 Springfield class vessels in service operate under the direction
of Starfleet Intelligence, seconded to the various fleets as
circumstances dictate. The remainder function under regular
fleet hierarchies, their sensor suites making them valuable picket
ships and survey vessels.

‘Freedom’ class destroyer (First Launched 2335)

Traits: Federation
Systems
Comms:

09

Engines:

10

Structure:

09

Computers:

08

Sensors:

09

Weapons:

10

-+2

Security:
Engineering:

+1
--

Science:
Medicine:

---

Departments
Command:
Conn:

Scale: 4
Attacks:
•
•
•

Phaser Arrays
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 2)

Talents:
•
•

Improved Impulse Drive
Rugged Design

Background
Built to excel at sub-warp manoeuvres, the Freedom class
destroyers provide Starfleet with a cheap, agile compliment to
the larger cruisers, replacing the older Hermes and Saladin
classes. Freedom class destroyers are, despite not being in
production for over a decade, one of the most numerous vessels
in Starfleet, rivalling the Miranda and Excelsior classes for
number of active vessels.
A key factor in the Freedom class’ success is its simplicity of
design. Rugged and uncomplicated, it’s easy to maintain, even
with rudimentary spacedock facilities. As a result, these
destroyers can be stationed further afield than more
complicated designs, giving frontier sectors an active fleet
presence.

‘Cheyenne’ class Light Cruiser (First Launched 3359)

Traits: Federation
Systems
Comms:

09

Engines:

10

Structure:

09

Computers:

09

Sensors:

10

Weapons:

10

-+1

Security:
Engineering:

+1
+1

Science:
Medicine:

---

Departments
Command:
Conn:

Scale: 4
Attacks:
•
•
•

Phaser Arrays
Photon Torpedoes
Tractor Beam (Strength 4)

Talents:
•

Extended High Warp Capability:
The Cheyenne class was designed to be able to
maintain high warp speeds for longer than most
ships, sharing the workload across its 4 warp nacelles
to reduce strain on the engines. As a result, any
successes made on a roll to maintain high warp speed
(above Warp 8) are doubled.

•

Improved Warp Drive

Background
An evolution of the successful Constellation class, the Cheyenne
class light cruiser fulfils a similar role as a fast response vessel.
Advances in warp power sharing pioneered in the Niagara class
cruisers were incorporated into the Cheyenne class’ design,
giving the ships the endurance to keep pace with the larger
vessels. As such, Cheyenne and Niagara class ships are often
grouped together in squadrons, either as fast attack wings or as
an emergency response unit.
Compared to it’s predecessor, the Cheyenne is a more focussed
vessel than the Stargazer, trading the flexibility of the earlier
class’ enlarged hanger for better warp performance and an
increased maximum speed of Warp 9.9. The raw speed of this
class has also made it a favourite for courier and staff transfer
operations, able to rapidly move high-priority cargo or
personnel across the Federation or contested space with
minimal risk of interception.

